
ARGUMENTATIVE ESSAY ON MARIJUANA SHOULD NOT BE LEGALIZED

Free Essay: Marijuana is a green or brown mix of preserved, crushed leaves from the marijuana plant. A psychoactive
drug, marijuana contains fifty-percent.

It is proved by numerous researches, which were carried out during different periods of time. The main benefit
of marijuana legalization can be in medicine and will give patients with severe and dangerous diseases a new
and effective medicine to help them. Making this call even more difficult is that THC can stay in the
bloodstream for days or weeks, meaning getting an accurate reading of impairment, and determining when
marijuana was used, involves some guesswork. Mind of people, who use marijuana, can start working worse,
they can experience altered state of consciousness, and it can lead even to crimes that are often committed
under influence of inadequate state of a person. Marijuana for sale be legalized. Marijuana is already a
significant causal factor in highway crashes, injuries and deaths. Nevertheless, there is no set level of THC, the
psychoactive component of cannabis, that determines whether you're over or under the limit for being
impaired. There aren't adequate parameters to police marijuana use Another key argument against legalization
ties into regulating the drug. Meanwhile, the only way for patients to gain legal access to marijuana as
medicine is from the doctor. Legalizing recreational marijuana may have negative public health effects. Some
critic contend that after taken for a period of time, the person may become tolerant to the drug and reduce
effectiveness. However, I am a convinced opponent of even discussing any alternatives to the strict prohibition
of marijuana including for medical purposes for the following reasons: Firstly, marijuana kills brain cells. One
of the things that bothers me most about legalization argument is the mixed message it sends to our young
people. The more appropriate goal is to get these two systems to work together more effectively to improve
both public safety and public health. Well written essay. California Research Bureau. Of course, doctors must
not prescribe higher dose than is needed for a person's treatment. Colorado and Washington are the only states
where marijuana can be purchased recreationally. In many cases, these negative effects are more pronounced
in adolescents. Supporters of legalization believe that if government regulate drugs such as cocaine and
marijuana by imposing taxes, then the black market will be eliminated Church  By proceeding you agree to
receive promo emails form us. That halted a year trend of an increasing number of opioid-related deaths in the
state.


